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For centuries, clothing has played an integral part of every single person’s lives.
Every day, billions of people around the world get up and get dressed, some
throwing on whatever clothes are available, some picking and choosing their
outfits carefully and intentionally. Some dress to blend in with the crowd, some
dress to stand out and make a statement. The clothes we choose to wear are a
reflection of who we are and what we believe in.
I have always believed that clothing can define a character. A costume can change
the way an actor stands, walks, talks, acts. We can see the class and status of
a character through the lace and embroidery on the coat’s cuffs or the rips and
tears and stains on the shirt’s hem. We can see the personality through the colors
and prints of the fabrics, the varied stylings of suits and matching ties and pocket
squares. We can see where the character is going through the dress shoes or
the cocktail dress. We can see the evolution of the character through the gradual
distress of their clothing or the constant neatness of the shirt tucked in, the same
way, every single time. We know who the character is before the actor even opens
their mouth.
In my designs, I strive for authenticity and relatability. I want to bring a character
to life in a way that makes people see beyond the costume and want to learn
more about who the character is. In making this connection, I believe that we can
see and value people who we may not have the privilege of interacting with on a
daily basis. We can understand the people who came before us, the people who
constantly surround us, and the people who may come after us.

Orfeo ed Euridice

by Christophe Gluck & Ranieri de’ Calzabigi

West Edge Opera
Director & Choreographer KJ Dahlaw
Music Direction Christine Brandes
Stage Manager Kaley Smith
Asst. Stage Manager Kieran Beccia
Scenic Designer Mikiko Uesego
Lighting Designer Pamila Gray
Costume Designer Kathleen Qiu
Asst. Costume Designers Siyue Pan, Candice Liao, Ge Jia
Wardrobe Head Helen Frances
Hair & Makeup Designer Jolie O’Dell
Photography Cory Weaver

When I first began the design process for this opera, I only knew a few things:
1. this production of Orfeo ed Euridice was to be produced by an all female and
non-binary cast and design team, 2. KJ, first time director, wanted to play with
gender norms and really focus on queer history and fashion, and 3. there’s a clear
cut division between the living world and the underworld, with color playing a
distinctive role. From that, I wanted the underworld to be devoid of color, focusing
on white and skin tones, with the exception of the furies, who are traditionally red
in the mythology.
I started the design with the ensemble dancers, a group who would transition
from nymphs in the living world to the furies of the underworld, and finally, the
blessed spirits, who would reunite Orfeo with their beloved Euridice. I wanted the
costumes to easily define who the dancers were portraying, and really thought
about the emotions in each act. The nymphs, who were originally attending a
wedding, should be floral and happy, but also easily transition into mourning once
Euridice dies. Meanwhile, the furies should be threatening and very much of a
different world while the blessed spirits should be bouncy and happy.
Orfeo, sung by mezzo-soprano Nicola Printz, was defined in this production as a
non-binary character, so I was given a lot of reign to play with the costumes In the
first act, Orfeo is getting married, and as a traditionally male character, I wanted
to play on the tuxedo and landed on a tuxedo dress. Once in the underworld,
Orfeo is now going on a journey and I didn’t want them to be restricted in this
journey by a long flowing skirt, so off came the dress and on came the pants.
I wanted to continue the floral theme in the first act for Euridice, sung by soprano
Maria Valdes. She was adorned in a simple floral embroidered gown before
moving into undergarments for the underworld. Inspired by the Georgian era,
Euridice’s second act costume was entirely in white, with corset, pocket hoops,
and bloomers along with a 3D printed vertebrae necklace.
The goddess Amore, sung by soprano Shawnette Sulker, was very much in charge
of the whole journey, and I wanted her costume to reflect her power and control,
from the colors to the silhouette.

Orfeo
Act One

Left: Initial research images. I wanted to play on both
masculine and feminine themes for this costume. Gowns
and tuxedos are what brides and grooms traditionally
wear in weddings so I combined them. Floral and nature
were important part of the overall direction of the design.
Top: Final rendering for Orfeo’s act one costume.
Right: Production photos featuring Nikola Printz as Orfeo.
They are wearing a Victorian inspired tuxedo gown with
separate skirt and dicky blouse with attached bow tie. A
petticoat adds volume into the skirt and a thin belt ties
everything together.

Orfeo
Act Two

Left: Initial research images. Since Orfeo was traveling to
the Underworld in this costume, I wanted them in pants,
but still wanted to play with some feminity with the bustle
vest. Orfeo would be in brighter colors in contrast with
Euridice, all in white.
Top: Final rendering for Orfeo’s act two costume.
Right: Production photos featuring Nikola Printz as Orfeo.
They are wearing a more modern cut vest with a floral
pin. The flower matches the flowers on Euridice’s bier in
act one, as well as the flowers on the nymphs’ costumes.
A leather harness is under the vest and the outfit is
completed with fitted pinstripe pants.

Euridice
Act One

Left: Initial research images. As Euridice starts out going
to her wedding, I wanted her to be dressed in a celebratory
gown that would transform into her funeral gown. She also
needed flowers on her gown in lieu of a bouquet, and lace
and embroidery served as a more delicate version of the
flowers placed on the nymphs’ costumes.
Top center: Final rendering for Euridice’s act one costume.
Top: Production photos featuring Maria Valdes as Euridice
and Nikola Printz as Orfeo. Maria is wearing a floor length
sheer embroidered floral gown and a full slip underneath.
It allowed her plenty of movement to run, jump, and roll
around on stage.

Euridice
Act Two

Left: Initial research images. With Euridice in the Underworld,
I was really interested in exploring the “dead” aspects of life,
which comes down to the bones and little to no color.
Top: Final rendering for Euridice’s act two costume.
Top right: Production photos featuring Maria Valdes as Euridice
and Nikola Printz as Orfeo. Maria is wearing a lacy corset with
long sleeves, lacy pocket hoops, and white bloomers. The
costume is completed with a vertebrae necklace. Flowers and
vertebrae were 3D printed as an “unnatural” material for use as
she’s dead.
Right: Details showing the 3D prints for this costume. The flowers
were scattered around the pocket hoops, and a close up on the
vertebrae necklace, worn on the back of her neck.

Amore
Far left: Initial research images. Amore represents the Eros
character in Greek mythology, who is traditionally depicted with
wings. I didn’t want to give Amore full wings but still wanted to
work in feathers as a nod to the myth. I also wanted Amore to
be sexy and dominating, as well as holy, so I focused her color
pallete on gold and black, with cutout details in the pants.
Center: Final rendering for Amore’s costume.
Top: Production photos featuring Shawnette Sulker as
Amore, Maria Valdes as Euridice, and Nikola Printz as Orfeo.
Shawnette is wearing a gold and black feather and tulle
asymmetrical collar, a black and gold corset, and black leather
pants. Not pictured is the gold criss cross lacing on the back
of each pant leg. The pants feature a rectangular cutout, held
together by large safety pins.
Bottom: A closeup of the safety pins. Originally a set of 10, 6 of
them were used in this costume. The pins display a series of
heartbeats, starting with the strongest on the left until the last
one on the right has flatlined, representing the passage from
life to death, as Amore freely travels between the two worlds.
Materials: silver nickel wire, epoxy glue, metallic gold leaf.

Nymphs

Left: Initial research images. The nymphs were originally
a part of the wedding party, so they would be decked out
in flowers and other earthy materials. However, because
the nymphs were dancing, they couldn’t be fully covered
as that would restrict their movements.
Top: Final rendering for the nymph’s costume.
Right: In progress photos from the build of the nymph
costumes. Dresses were cut to shape, some in longer
dress shapes and some in crop tops with one sided
pants. Pieces were designed to accomodate dance and
movement. Layers of tulle were stitched onto the base
and overlayed with strands of flowers. They were worn
over skin-toned, sleeveless unitards.

Furies
Left: Initial research images. In Greek mythology, the
furies were fearsome creatures who were born of
blood and I wanted to portray that.
Center: Final rendering for the furies’ costume.
Top: In progress photos from building the furies’
costumes. Each sleeve is made from vinyl and
pleated and ruffled into shape. They are grommeted
down the sides and held together by rope.
Bottom: Production photos featuring Bhumi Patel,
Ezra Unterseher, Riley Taylor, Rachel Garcia, Kylie
Woodward-Sollesnes, Qilo Matzen, and Chelsea
Brown as furies and Nikola Printz as Orfeo.

Blessed Spirits

Top left: Initial research images. For the blessed spirits, I was really interested in playing with shapes
and silhouettes.
Top center: Final rendering for the blessed spirit costume.
Near right: In progress photos from building the blessed spirit costumes. They were built on a base of
organza vests, with lumps of tulle and organza sewn on top.
Far right: Production photos featuring Bhumi Patel, Ezra Unterseher, Riley Taylor, Rachel Garcia, Kylie
Woodward-Sollesnes, Qilo Matzen, and Chelsea Brown as blessed spirits and Nikola Printz as Orfeo.

Where the Mountain Meets
the Moon
by Min Kahng

Bay Area Children’s Theatre
Director Bob Shryock
Music Direction Erica Maier D’Ambrosio
Choreographer Vin Nguyen
Stage Manager Brianna Grabowski
Asst. Stage Manager Camille Cheetham
Scenic Designer Yusuke Soi
Lighting Designer Kevin Landesman
Sound Designer Michael Kelly
Costume Designer Kathleen Qiu
Asst. Costume Designer Ge Jia
Properties Designer Simon Trumble
Photography Roger Jones

Where the Mountain Meets the Moon follows the story of Minli, a
Chinese peasant girl living in ancient, mythical China with her parents.
Her village on Fruitless Mountain is extemely poor and she and her
parents struggle to survive. The one thing she loves is stories and
myths that her father tells her. In a bid to save the village, Minli leaves
to travel to the Old Man of the Moon, a figure from her father’s tales
that knows the answer to every question. Along the way, she befriends
a dragon, fights a tiger, and meets many other interesting people.
China is a large and populous country, and each region has it’s
own culture and traditions. Each village that Minli travels to has
it’s own distinct look and inspiration. The villagers on Fruitless
Mountain were the poorest of them all and worked in the fields.
Their costumes needed to be simple and basic, easily adaptable
to working conditions. And of course, they needed the conical rice
hats to protect them from the overbearing sun. The merchants in
the City of Bright Moonlight were much better off and so could look
fancier in their coats and jackets as they tried to hawk their goods.
Finally, the villagers in Moon Rain Village were just thrilled to be there
and had the brightest costumes, with details inspired by traditional
Yunnan clothing. Individual characters, like Magistrate Tiger or the
Old Man of the Moon seemed to be from different worlds, and yet, the
silhouettes showed them to be of the same world. Different cultures
have always coexisted in China, and it’s been an important part of the
development of Chinese history.
I wanted the costumes to tell a story, woven into Chinese history and
culture to bring the characters to life, and I believe they did.

Fruitless Mountain
The villagers on Fruitless Mountain are poor rice
farmers and must work long hours in the sun
to make ends meet. Most of the villagers are
hopeless, but Minli, a child and thriving on her
father’s tales, is still full of hope and adventure.
She dreams of saving her village through her
father’s myths, while her mother only wants a
better future for her only daughter.
Left: Initial research images.
Right: Production photos featuring Pauli Amornkul
as Ma, Joey Alvarado as Pa, Cassie Grilley as a
villager and Dragon, and Chelsea Wellott as Minli.

City of Bright Moonlight
The City of Bright Moonlight is filled with
greedy vendors. Their hats were made of
gold wrapping paper, folded in the shape
of a golden yunbao, traditionally burnt at
the graves of our ancestors so they have
spending money in the afterlife.
Left: Initial research images.
Right: Closeups of the paper hats. They
all have a different color band stitched on
and were held in place with elastic.
Bottom: Production photos featuring Juan
Castro, Joey Alvarado, Pauli Amornkul,
Cassie Grilley, and Amanda Nguyen.

Magistrate / Green Tiger
In life, Magistrate Tiger was a greedy, evil man and the
antagonist of the story. Once he died, he became the Green
Tiger, an evil entity that lives in the mountains and attacks
those that have wronged him in life.
Left: Initial research images.
Bottom & Right: Production photos featuring Juan Castro
and Cassie Grilley. The Magistrate’s robe and hat were
constructed. Both Green Tiger’s helmet and jacket have
3D printed spikes. The helmet also feautres a face mask
inspired by the Terracotta Warriors.

Old Man of the Moon
The Old Man of the Moon is an immortal
figure that knows the answer to all questions
and who Minli desires to find to figure out
how to save her village. He’s always seen
reading his book that holds all the answers.
Left: Initial research images.
Bottom: The Old Man of the Moon’s hat.
Right: Production photos featuring Ben
Chau-Chiu as the Old Man of the Moon, Juan
Castro as Magistrate Tiger, Chelsea Wellott
as Minli, Joey Alvarado as Pa and Pauli
Amornkul as Ma. The Old Man of the Moon’s
robe and hat were constructed out of velvet
upholstery and finished with gray twisted
trim and white frog closures. A long white
beard finishes the outfit. His outfit is simple
next the shiny and bright Magistrate Tiger,
showing their opposing viewpoints on the
important things in life.

Dragon
Dragon joins Minli on her journey to find the Old
Man of the Moon so she can learn how to fly.
Dragon was inspired by the traditional Chinese
dragon dance.
Left: Initial research images.
Above: Rendering and build of the dragon
headpiece. The spikes and horns are 3D printed.
Right: Production photos featuring Cassie Grilley
as Dragon and Chelsea Wellott as Minli.

Xiao Mao
Xiao Mao is a statue by day and live lion by night. He guards
the City of Bright Moonlight from intruders. Xiao Mao was
inspired by Chinese lion dances and the stone statues used
as palace guardians, which don’t look like real lions.
Left: Initial research images.
Above: Rendering and build of the lion headpiece. The
mane is reminscient of western culture, while the additions
and fabrics are Chinese inspired.
Below: Production photos featuring Amanda Nguyen as Xiao
Mao and Cassie Grilley as Dragon.

Universal Robots
by Mac Rogers

Quantum Dragon Theatre
Director Sam Tillis
Stage Manager Michaela Byrne
Scenic Designer Tom O’Brien
Lighting Designer Sara Saavedra
Sound Designer Sara Witsch
Costume Designer Kathleen Qiu
Asst. Costume Designer Yunqi Xie
Properties Designer Miles Callahan
Photography Melissa Nigrovva

In a parallel universe, Czechozlovakian scientist Rossum has invented
a serum to bring inanimate objects to life, creating the first intelligent
robots. Her daughter approaches a group of artists and creatives who
have the ear of the president in order to get funding for her mother’s
projects. Karl is absolutely for the furtherment of these robots,
whereas his sister Jo is far more reluctant. Once developed, these
robots, faster, stronger, and smarter, are used by the president to take
down Hitler and stop World War II before it can really start.
The robots, unhappy to be just used and then tossed aside, rose up
against their human creators and destroyed them all. In the present,
the robots gather yearly to tell the story of their Mother in a ritualistic
play, repeating “We remember.”
Robots are interesting characters to design for, because traditionally,
they are not known to have many emotions. Because of that, I didn’t
want them to have much design or creativity in their clothing. In
designing the world of the robots, I thought their clothing would be
far more functional than fashionable. I went with the stark black and
white base costumes to show that the robots are far more utilitarian in
their clothing, but also because this play is a ritual play, one that also
reflects their past and creation.
Each robot also plays a “historical” figure in their creation story, which
was represented by a different coat and a 3D printed accessory.
Their ritual is simple and necessary, and because this play took place
sometime in an undefined future, I wanted to bring in a futuristic
technology and feel that made the costumes feel off just a little bit but
still reflect an older time period.

The Robots

Left: Initial research images.
Above: Digital rendering of the base robot uniform.
Named/special robots would have various 3D printed
pieces to symbolize their status.
Right: Production photos featuring Kitty Torres as
Helena, Marisa Darabi as Jo, Dean Koya as Peroutka,
Michaela Greeley as Rossum/robot, Matt Gunnison as
Salda/robot, and Ellie MacBride as the robot. The robots’
uniforms were meant to remove as much personality as
possible, particularly since they were created for war.

3D Printing

Above: 3D printing possibilities for jewelry
and accessories.
Right: Production photos featuring Marisa
Darabi, Matt Gunnison, Paul Loper, and
Louel Senores. All of the accessories and
jewelry pieces were 3D printed, and each
character had a specific piece to help
define their human personalities.

The Scientists

Left: Research images, featuring Marie Curie.
Below and opposite page, right: Renderings of the scientists.

Right: Production photos featuring Michaela Greeley, Kitty Torres, Ellie MacBride, and
Paul Loper. Rossum’s costume and personality was inspired by mad scientists, while
her daughter Helena was inspired by Marie Curie. Curie rose to fame initially with
husband Pierre, but became the first person to win Nobel prizes in multiple areas,
chemistry and physics. After her husband’s death, she wore exclusively black.

The Artists & Thinkers

Left: Initial research images.
Above & opposite page, top left: Sample renderings.
Opposite page, right & bottom: Production photos
featuring Marisa Darabi, Ava Maag, Matt Gunnison, Paul
Loper, Dean Koya, Ellie MacBride, and Louel Senores.
Because all were first and foremost robots, they all wore
the same base costume of white shirt, black pants, and
black boots. They were defined as their human character
by one clothing piece and a 3D printed part.

Hickorydickory
by Marisa Wegrzyn

Dragon Productions Theatre
Company
Director Kimberly Ridgeway
Stage Manager Melinda Marks
Scenic Designer Tom Shamrell
Lighting Designer Nathaneal Card
Sound Designer Lana Palmer
Costume Designer Kathleen Qiu
Properties Designer Kate Martin

Hickorydickory operates in a world where everyone has a mortal clock
that knows exactly when they are going to die. Most of these clocks
are tucked away behind the heard, the ticking secret to even the
owner. However, some unlucky few have their clocks wound away in
their heads, somewhere in their brains so that they hear the constant
ticking, second by second. They know exactly when they are going to
die.
In a clock repair shop in Chicago, Dale is about to celebrate her 18th
birthday, only she doesn’t want anything. She’s one of the unlucky few
who hear the incessant ticking and knows she’s going to die soon.
20 years earlier, in the same clock shop, Cari Lee appears. She, too,
is one of the unfortunate few and this clock shop, run by Helen and
Richard, is one of the only places in the world where the mortal clock
can be taken out. Jimmy, Helen and Richard’s son, falls for Cari Lee
and they end up pregnant. When Jimmy finds out Cari Lee is to die on
her due date, he attempts to add more time to her clock only to break
it. She gives birth to Dale and disappears.
Because this show takes place in two time periods with the same
actors playing younger versions of each other, it was really important
that the costumes were significant and instantly representative of
their time periods, which meant balancing character personalities with
fads and trends, always a fun and interesting challenge, particularly in
a contemporary play.
Each character in this play is very different and had a distinct style.
Because there were so many different costume changes in the play
(33 total), each character ended up having a mini wardrobe built,
and so I was really able to dig into the characters and figure out
their histories and relationships not only to each other, but their
relationships to fashion and clothing in a deeper way.

Cari Lee
In 1974, 17-year-old Cari Lee is pregnant with Dale.
Always a rebel, she meets Jimmy when she arrives at his
parents’ clock shop to get her mortal clock removed from
her head. Jimmy quickly falls for her and as she tells her
daughter, they “do it” in the back of his Buick and she
becomes pregnant.
Her style is indicative of her personality. The first time we
see her, she is pregnant so her dress is large and loose
fitting. Once she gives birth, she returns to her normal
wardrobe, although she is feeling a bit lost and confused.
Because her mortal clock has broken, she’s no longer
aging and is terrified of what this means for her future.
She gives up her daughter to Kate and runs away.

1974
1974

Right: Research images from the 70s, focusing on
maternity fashion.

1992
1992
In 1992, Cari Lee is still
17 and returns to the
clock shop when she feels
someone toying with her
mortal clock. She meets
her daughter Dale, who is
now the same age as her
mother. Now a roadie, Cari
Lee travels around with
her rock band and crashes
on the couch of bandmate
and lover Scooter. She’s
kept her rebellious nature
and her wardrobe reflects
her punk and rock lifestyle.
Absolutely sure of herself,
Cari Lee is very different
from her daughter and it’s
reflected in her clothing.
Her clothes are torn and
grungy and instantly
reflect her attitude and
confidence.
Top and far left: Production
photos featuring Sarah
Hass as Cari Lee and Zoey
Lytle as Dale.
Left: Research images.

1974
1974

Jimmy & Kate

Jimmy had thought he was going to spend the rest of
his life with Cari Lee and his new baby. Cheerleader
Kate, prone to nosebleeds, always thought Cari Lee was
obnoxious and bratty. But when Cari Lee walks out, leaving
Jimmy with the baby, Kate steps in and offers to babysit
sometimes. And after Jimmy’s parents’ tragically die the
same day, Kate finds herself turning down her first choice
of Harvard in favor of Northwestern to stay close to Jimmy
and Dale. Her pity soon turns into love and she and Jimmy
marry and raise Dale together as a family.
Top: Research images.
Right: Production photos featuring Jonathan Covey as
young Jimmy, Zoey Lytle as young Kate, Troy Johnson as
Richard, and Allie Bailey as Helen.

1992
1992
Now ripe old 34-year-olds, Jimmy and Kate are still running the clock shop in
Chicago and are about to celebrate Dale’s 18th birthday. They’re comfortable and
settled when Cari Lee waltzes back into their lives. Their lives together abruptly
ends when Kate takes to the surgery table in a desperate attempt to give her
daughter more time to live.
Far left: Research images.
Top & left: Production photos featuring Troy Johnson, Allie Bailey, and Sarah Hass.

1974
1974

Helen & Richard
Helen, longtime expert on mortal clocks,
arrived when her own was broken and frozen. She taught a then young Richard all
she knew, and when he grew old enough,
she had him fix hers so they could get
married. They were happy enough until
Richard found out when Helen would die,
leading to their tragic deaths.
Bottom: Research images.
Right, bottom: Production photos featuring
Allie Bailey, Troy Johnson, Jonathan Covey,
and Sarah Hass.

1992
1992

Dale & Rowan

Dale, soon approaching
death, doesn’t want to get
attached to anyone. But
when Rowan, the clock
shop apprentice, asks her
out, Dale agrees to take a
chance. They’re on their first
date when Kate tragically
dies, and suddenly they’re
the stable relationship
holding it together.
Center bottom: Research
images.

Left, below: Production
photos featuring Jonathan
Covey and Zoey Lytle as
Rowan and Dale.

Passion

by Stephen Sondheim & James Lapine

Custom Made Theatre Company
Director Stuart Bousel
Music Director Brian Allan Hobbs
Stage Manager Emma Gifford
Scenic Designer Bernadette Flynn
Lighting Designer Tina Johnson
Sound Designer Anton Hedman
Costume Designer Kathleen Qiu
Asst. Costume Designer Candice Liao
Properties Designer Tom O’Brien
Photography Jay Yamada
Nominated San Francisco Bay Area Critics Circle Awards - Best Costume Design in a house with fewer than 100 seats
Won San Francisco Bay Area Critics Circle Awards - Best Production, San Francisco in a house with fewer than 100 seats

Passion has always been one of Sondheim’s more controversial works
due to the portrayment of Fosca, an obsessive, sickly woman who very
much stalked her eventual lover. Her behavior, then and now, caused
much nervous laughter throughout production runs, and during earlier
performances, caused audience members to yell out vitriol and insults
at the actress while she was singing.
This musical also has a very specific locale - a military fort high in the
mountains of Italy during the Risorgimento era (1848-1871). Giorgio,
a captain, has just been transferred to the fort where he meets Fosca,
the colonel’s sickly cousin. He offers her some of his books, and she
develops an obsession. Through letters between Giorgio and his married lover Clara, we see a tale of two love stories, neither healthy, and
both wrenchingly tragic.
A chorus of soldiers breaks the tension and moves the plot along and
must all be uniformed appropriately. They are surrounded by a host of
other characters, from the cook and doctor to housekeepers and the
small orchestra, all who needed to be dressed appropriately for the
time period.
Because this musical has such a big military element, the biggest
challenge came from replicating the military uniforms, especially
since they came from such a specific and relatively lesser known area.
Since the military costumes were already set, I had more room to play
with the other Victorian era costumes and used color and silhouette
to emphasize the difference between not only Fosca and Clara, but
also Fosca and everyone else in her life, including her parents and an
ex-lover. Fosca needed to stand out by being plain and simple, everything a handsome captain like Giorgio couldn’t possibly look at twice.

Clara

Far left: Research images. I wanted Clara in green for jealousy, both because
of her feelings towards Fosca, and Fosca’s towards her. It would also stand out
against Fosca’s grays and drab costumery.
Left, below: Production photos featuring John Melis as Giorgio and Juliana
Lustenader as Clara. Clara had two dresses in this show, a white evening gown
and a green walking dress. Due to the small stage, full size hoops couldn’t be
used. She also started the show in undergarments, all of which except the corset
were constructed.

Fosca

Left: Research images. Fosca’s
costumes needed to not only be simple,
but also unappealing and rather ugly
so she would be in contrast with Clara
and general Victorian finery.
Right, below: Production photos
featuring John Melis as Giorgio and
Heather Orth as Fosca. Fosca had
two dresses for this show as well as
a nightgown. Her first, a drab, gray
wool dress trimmed with black lace
would hardly have been long enough
for polite society, but the military men
had learned quite early to not say a bad
word against the colonel’s cousin. Her
second dress, red and gold taffeta, was
much brighter and worn in an effort to
impress Giorgio upon his return to the
fort for the Christmas festivities. She
also wore a simple white nightgown
during multiple scenes when she
was sick in bed. Her illness remained
mysterious and unknown, even to the
military doctor.

Military Men

Far left: Research images.
Left, below: Production photos
featuring Jake Gleason, Max
Seijas, Heather Orth, John
Melis, Micah Watterson, Roy
Eikleberry, Domonic Tracy,
Zaya Kolia, and Carl Lucania.
The carabinieri jackets were
the hardest pieces to come
by in this production, and I
was only able to procure five,
leaving the cook to be dressed
in a cook’s uniform, the
doctor to be dressed in more
standard Victorian clothing,
and the colonel to have a
speical coat constructed. All
military personnel, whether
in uniform or not, had red
somewhere in their costumes,
marking them as belonging to
one unit.

Military Personnel

Left: Research images of
household staff.
Above, right: Production photos
featuring Sheldon Brown,
Ami Nashimoto, and Brian
Allan Hobbs as the orchestra
and Kelly Rubinsohn, Amy
Alvino, Heather Orth, and Roy
Eikleberry. The orchestra were
all dressed in simple attire,
without jackets to allow them
ease of movement to play
their instruments. The two
housekeepers were complete
with mob caps and pinafores.
Their striped red and white skirts
were constructed for the show
so that they would be similarly
dressed in their own uniform, as
compared to the military men.

Ludovic & Mistress
Left: Production
photos featuring
Zaya Kolia as Ludovic
and Amy Alvino as
Mistress. The pair of
them appeared in a
flashback scene, and
so could be dressed
completely different
from the rest of the
production. Ludovic,
introducted by the
colonel to his dear
cousin, had once
married Fosca, but
had squandered
her inheritance and
run off with multiple
women, including
the mistress, who
came to tell Fosca
what a fool she was.
Ludovic is foreign
born and is a rather
ridiculous character,
which is exmplified
in his costuming
with the over the top
gold and jeweled
embellishments and
lace accents. The
mistress, wrapped
in fox fur, is adorned
in a dressing gown,
making her look of
a different world, yet
still belonging in it.
Right: Research
images of a dandy
and a dressing gown.

Fosca’s Parents
Left: Research images of Victorian families.
Below: Production photos featuring Carl Lucania, Kelly Rubinsohn, and Zaya Kolia. Fosca’s parents very much played the part of loving
Victorian parents and absolutely doted on their daughter, but they also worried about her quite a bit due to her homely and sickly nature.
When they met Ludovic, they were delighted that someone so handsome would marry their daughter. Their costumes are much brighter
than Fosca’s, but like their daughter’s, is more on the simple side.
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